February 2020 Responses

**Shattuck Stabilization**

Comments before the concert:

“Anxious, sad”

“Tired and unenthusiastic”

“Kinda down”

Comments after the concert:

“very relaxed and upbeat, tension went away”

“I felt very relaxed and it was very soothing”

“I feel at ease”

Audience members’ favorite parts:

“It was nice to relax and hear some excellent music - get a break from the regular group”

“It was live, you can feel the vibes”

“How everyone was relaxed”

“How much effort everyone put in just to come here and make me feel better”

**Caspar**

Comments before the concert:

“Tense, anxious”

“A little disconnected”

“Bored”

Comments after the concert:

“Considerably revived”

“Relaxed, better mood”

“Very rejuvenated”

Audience members’ favorite parts:

“the fact that the musicians donated their time + talent here.”

“actually all of it but was surprised to like the Hallstork as I am a big Bach fan”

“It was soothing”
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**Dimock Women's**

Comments before the concert:

“Really upset”
“Tense, tired”
“Frustrated”

Comments after the concert:

“Awesome big smile on my face, so awesome”
“Much more relaxed, happier”
“Relaxed, hopeful”

Audience members’ favorite parts:

“The way it made me feel good!”
“That the artists were able to answer questions and tell us about the music pieces alongside playing amazingly”
“Something new that I haven’t heard before”
“It was soothing”

**Dimock Men’s**

Comments before the concert:

“Tired, aggravated”
“Average, low energy, flat”
“Looking forward to it”

Comments after the concert:

“I felt smarter and relaxed”
“Inspired, calm, balanced”
“In a better head space”

Audience members’ favorite parts:

“Live music - vibrations”
“Remembering my dad playing”
“Watching the playing and listening”
“The variation of the pieces played, style wise and era wise”
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*Bridge Over Troubled Waters*

Comments before the concert:

“Stressed”

“Good”

Comments after the concert:

“Happy”

“Still good but w/music”

“Awesome”

Audience members’ favorite parts:

“I like music + the engagement of the performers w/the audience”

“I enjoyed the interaction with the musicians”

“Music + Interaction”